Consideration of the tube radial distribution of the carrier solvents in a capillary tube under laminar flow conditions and computer simulation.
When the ternary mixed solvents of a water-hydrophilic/hydrophobic organic solvent mixture are delivered under microspace under laminar flow conditions, the solvent molecules are radially distributed in the microspace, and generate a major inner phase and a minor outer phase. We call this fluidic phenomenon as the tube radial distribution phenomenon (TRDP). In this paper, phase formation in the TRDP was collectively considered based on experimental data, such as the inner and outer phase formation in a microchannel under laminar flow conditions, the phase diagram for the ternary mixed solvents, the solvent-component ratios required for the TRDP, and the phase transformation in a batch vessel above atmospheric pressure, which were mainly reported in our previous papers. Furthermore, the formation of inner and outer phases in a capillary tube was simulated with the two-component solvents mixture model of water and ethyl acetate. Phase formations in capillary tubes were expressed through computer simulations.